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Abstract 

This contribution attempts to show that the diffusion of naming conventions in a population of 

software agents results from mathematical properties of the multi-agent systems. We provide a 

number of mathematical proofs of the necessity that the population agree on common 

signal/meaning mappings. We define first an abstract model for the communicative 

competencies of the agents, and then study the model within two frameworks. The first is based 

on the theory of the “gambler’s ruin” problem, while the second is inspired from random 

dynamical systems. The predictions of the theoretical analyses are also compared to the results 

of computer simulations.  
 

1. Introduction: computational approaches to the evolution of 
language 

1.1. Overview of the field 

Computational modelling has opened new research dimensions within the study of the 

emergence and evolution of language. Theoretical and implemented models provide a means to 

test certain hypotheses related to the transition to language in our species, to the respective roles 

of biological and cultural evolution, to the link between language emergence and language 

acquisition. One of the questions that arise when considering these models is: how informative 

are their results? In other words, is their behaviour “unexpected”, or is it a necessary 

consequence of their structure? Given a formal model, is it possible to deduce its behaviour 

from its structure? 

Existing overviews of the work in the domain (Popescu-Belis 1999:51-68, 2000, Steels 1997c) 

show that early models were inspired by signalling systems, simulating the emergence of 

signalling conventions, and then validating the results by comparing them to real signalling 

systems (Cangelosi and Harnad 1996, Cangelosi and Parisi 1996, MacLennan 1990, 

MacLennan 1992, Werner and Dyer 1992). Other models use physical agents such as robots to 

illustrate the emergence of a shared categorisation mechanism and its correlated vocabulary 

(McIntyre 1998, Steels 1996, Steels 1997b, Steels 1998b), as well as the evolution of semantic 

conventions (Steels and Kaplan 1999a, Steels and Kaplan 1999b, Steels and Kaplan 2002). 

Other experimental studies have simulated the emergence of phonetic conventions (Boer 2000). 

More recent models integrate several aspects of language evolution, such as the link between 

lexicon and syntax (Batali 1998, 2002), or the role of learning from a generation to another 

(Hurford 2000, Kirby 1999, 2000). The models by Steels (1997a, 1998a, 2000) feature 
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procedural semantics, related to case grammars, with agents that exhibit linguistic behaviours 

which go beyond simple associations of meanings and signals. 

1.2. Dynamical modelling 

Certain mathematical models adopt quite a different approach, often focusing on the emergence 

of syntactic conventions. Such models do not generally implement software agents, but they 

make use of the equations that define the agents’ behaviours in order to predict the evolution of 

the system. Following pioneering attempts by Hashimoto and Ikegami (Hashimoto 1998, 

Hashimoto and Ikegami 1996), more recent models by Nowak have become well-known 

(Nowak, Komarova and Niyogi 2001, Nowak and Krakauer 1999, Nowak, Plotkin and Jansen 

2000). Based on population dynamics techniques, these models have shown that there is a 

“dynamic drive” towards a communication code that has “words” and “syntax”. For instance, 

these authors show that when the meanings that are referred to by the agents occur somewhat 

independently in the environment, the use of distinct signals (“words”) for each meaning 

provides more efficient communication than when holistic signals (one signal per combination 

of meanings) are used (Nowak, Plotkin and Jansen 2000). 

An interesting application of differential equations to predict the behaviour of communicating 

agents is found in an unpublished study by Oliphant and Batali. Since the approach we adopt 

here shares a similar goal, it may be useful to summarize their main result. Their agents already 

possess shared meanings, and attempt to use words to describe them. Each agent memorizes one 

signal (“word”) per concept, a signal it has invented or heard in a dialogue. Oliphant and Batali 

define “communicative precision” (cp) as the total probability that in a dialogue, the sender and 

the receiver use the same signal for the same meaning. They establish then, using an 

approximation for a huge number of agents, that the expectancy of cp follows a conditional law 

(a being the number of agents):  
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towards 1. But, cp(t) = 1 means that the whole population makes use of only one signal for a 

given concept. The convergence speed can be estimated using the time constant (slope of 

tangent in 0) of the cp(t) curve, and depends on the square of the number of agents a.  However, 

being based on initial approximations for the behaviour law, this model does not provide a 

formal convergence proof, but only a useful estimate. 

More recently, Ke et al. (2002) have made use of Markov models to study the agreement on 

signal/meaning pairs in a population of agents (without birth/death phenomena). The authors 

show that such a Markov model has no recurrent states, that is, the population converges almost 

certainly on a single signal for each meaning, under the main assumption that agents have a 
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statistical knowledge of the preferred signal in the population. This model shares many features 

with our own model presented below, but does not provide an estimate of the convergence 

speed. 

2. Theoretical assumptions of the our model 

We study here a set of models that illustrate the emergence of signal-to-meaning associations in 

a population of agents, which is kept constant throughout each run. Our goal is to provide 

mathematical proofs for the expected behaviour of the population, therefore we simplify as 

much as possible the learning and communication mechanisms, so that they fit into tractable 

equations. The agents already possess a common set of meanings (e.g., categories of objects 

that they encounter in the environment), and manage, for each meaning, one or more signals or 

words, together with preferences for them (that is, probabilities of use, which sum up to 1). 

Initially, the agents invent random signals when they must express a meaning.   

The dialogues between agents obey the following protocol: a central controller chooses a sender 

and a receiver agent at random, and presents them with a meaning to express. The sender emits 

one of the symbols it knows for that meaning, according to their probabilities (if it has no 

symbol, then it invents one). The receiver updates its vocabulary for that concept, by adding to 

it the emitted symbol, or by increasing its previous probability (and decreasing the probabilities 

of the others), as follows: 
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This function thus describes the evolution of an agent’s probability tuple for one meaning, when 

signal number k was heard (or received) for that meaning. If the word is new, then its initial 

probability is considered to be 0. The essential parameter of this function is C, which plays the 

role of linguistic conservatism: a high value of C corresponds to an agent that modifies only 

slightly its vocabulary after a dialogue (for C = 1, no signal/meaning association can be 

learned). Whereas a low value of C corresponds to an agent that is eager to adopt the signals 

used by other agents (for C = 0, the signal heard in a dialogue replaces all the others). 

3. Application of the ruin problem to lexical diffusion 

The goal of this section is to prove that the emergence of a unique shared signal for a given 

meaning occurs with mathematical necessity in the multi-agent system defined above. The 

convergence speed is then expressed in terms of the number of agents and linguistic 

conservatism, and the results are compared to computer simulations. 
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3.1. Analogies between the gambler’s ruin and the emergence of shared 
signals 

The probabilistic modelling of dialogues between agents enables us to prove the convergence on 

a common “word” without making use of the approximations that often occur in population 

dynamics studies. The probabilistic model that we exploit, is the “gambler’s ruin problem”, an 

instance of more general “random walks” problems (Bertrand 1888:104-141, Feller 1950:342-

371, Jones and Smith 2001). 

Two gamblers G1 ad G2 play a series of games (or bets): for each bet, G1 can win one euro from 

G2 with probability p, or lose one euro to G2 with probability 1–p. Initially, the gamblers 

possess z1, respectively z2 euros, and the series ends when one of them is completely ruined (0 

euros). It is of course possible to play an infinite series of bets, but is has been shown (first by 

De Moivre in 1711) that an infinite series has 0 probability and that the expectancy of the 

duration of the series is finite. This expectancy, or in other words the average duration of the 

series, is a function of z1, z2, and p. The probability that each gambler be ruined can also be 

expressed in terms of z1, z2, and p. 

To apply this model to group of communicating agents, we assume first the following 

simplifications of the communication/learning protocol: 

(1) we study the emergence of a shared signal for one meaning—indeed, since the meanings are 

here presented separately and are uniquely identified by the agents, the case with n 

meanings (n > 1) can be derived from results for one meaning; 

(2) we study a “final” stage, in which only two signals still compete among the agents for a 

given meaning—the case with more than two signals can be studied by mentally separating 

one signals and the other ones, and applying the results for two signals; 

(3) we start with the case when agents have zero linguistic conservatism C, that is, at each 

dialogue, the signal emitted by the sender replaces in the receiver’s vocabulary the existing 

signal—the case when 0 < C < 1 is studied in section 4 below. 

This simplified version of the lexical convergence modes is now homologous to the gambler’s 

ruin problem, thanks to the following analogies: 

(1) the two gamblers are the two signals that compete in the population; 

(2) the number of euros of each gambler is the number of agents that use each signal; 

(3) each dialogue is a bet: an agent can move from a signal to another (but unlike the bets, it is 

also possible that nothing changes after a dialogue); 

(4) the ruin of a gambler, or the disappearance of a word, is the end of the game. 
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The main difficulty in the lexical agreement model is the one described at point (3): a dialogue 

may have three outcomes instead of two. Indeed, the number of agents using signal S1 may 

increase (if the sender used S1 and the receiver S2), or the number of agents using S2 may 

increase (if the sender used S2 and the receiver S1), or the two numbers may remain unchanged 

(if both the sender and the receiver used the same word). Moreover, unlike the gambler’s bets, 

the probability of these outcomes is not constant, but depends on the number of agents using 

each signal.  

3.2. Theoretical results: proof of convergence and convergence speed 

The hypotheses above generate the following problem: given two variables z1 and z2 that evolve 

in time, with ( ) ( ) atztz =+ 21  for all values of t (a being the number of agents, z1 the number of 

agents using signal S1), and given initial values of z1 and z2 at random (but such as 

( ) 101 1 −≤≤ az  and ( ) 101 2 −≤≤ az ), find the evolution of z1 and z2 . 

Let � a(z) be the probability that two agents using different signals are chosen for a dialogue, in 

the case when signal S1 is used by z agents and signal S2 by a–z agents . Then, 
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Based on the probability that two agents using or not the same signal are chosen for a dialogue, 

we compute the probabilities of each of the three possible outcomes of a dialogue: z1(t) may 

increase by 1, decrease by 1, or remain unchanged. Therefore: 
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To reuse results from the gambler’s ruin problem, we note first that the probability that z1 

remains constant after a dialogue is always smaller than a21− , and that the other two 

probabilities (z1 increases vs. decreases by 1) are equal. Therefore, results on the gambler’s ruin 

are still valid, except for a slowdown of the convergence due to “stationary” dialogues. We 

conclude that the probability that the dialogue series goes on forever is zero, and that the 

mathematical expectancy of its length (its “average length”) is finite. In other words, the agent 

population converges “almost certainly” towards a unique signal. 

To compute the average convergence time, we adapt one of the techniques used for the 

gambler’s ruin. Let Da(z) be the average duration of the series when starting from a state in 

which signal S1 is used by z agents (out of a agents). Then, Da(z) can be computed using the 

probabilities of the three possible outcomes of the first dialogue and the new average durations 

that result from these outcomes, as follows: 
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( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( )zDzDzDzD aaaaaaa ⋅⋅−++⋅+−⋅= z211z1z πππ  

Further computation, and the fact that z = 0 or z = a represent the final (convergent) state, show 

that Da(z) must satisfy the following recursive equation with initial conditions: 
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At this point, using cascading equations, we can compute the final formula for the average 

converge time, i.e., the average number of dialogues that are needed to eliminate one of the two 

signals, starting from a state where z agents out of a use the first (or the second) signal (� �2a  is 

the integer part of a/2).  
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Da(z) is thus a computable function defined on [0, a], symmetric with respect to the x = a/2 axis, 

since the two signals play symmetric roles. The maximum duration is reached for z = a/2 (if a is 

even) or z = (a–1)/2 if a is odd, that is, when the two signals are uniformly spread among the 

population. The essential results regarding the behaviour of Da(z) is that, when a is big, Da(z) is 

proportional to a2 : the convergence time for zero linguistic conservatism is quadratic with 

respect to the population size. 

3.3. Comparison with numeric results from simulations 

The implementation of a lexical diffusion model based on the above dialogue protocol, 

including linguistic conservatism, allows us to compare experimental results to theory. In the 

present implementation, which is somewhat richer than the theoretical model, the main indicator 

of the system’s behaviour is the average dialogue success, computed by counting the number of 

dialogues (among the last ten dialogues) in which the emitted signal was also the preferred 

signal of the receiver, for the respective meaning. One could measure also the number of signals 

that compete for a given meaning, or the probability of the preferred signal. These indicators are 

found to be coherent, and lexical convergence can be defined as average success reaching 1, or 

the number of signals reaching 1, or the probability of the preferred signal reaching 1. 

Therefore, the convergence time can be experimentally measured.  

We measured convergence time in various experimental settings: the number of agents varied 

between 5 and 100 (tested values: 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 50, 75 and 100), and conservatism varied 

between 0 and 0.9 (tested values: 0, 0.15, 0.3, 0.45, 0.6, 0.75 and 0.9). About 50 trials were 
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made for each setting, in order to compute the average convergence time. This number was 

determined empirically, and more advanced statistical considerations are necessary to determine 

how many trials are necessary to measure convergence time with “reasonable” precision, that is, 

to minimize standard deviation.  

 

Figure 1. Convergence time (number of dialogues on Y axis) needed to 
reach agreement on a shared signal for a given meaning, depending on the 
number of agents (X axis). Conservatism varies between the different curves, 
from top to bottom: 0, 0.15, 0.3, 0.45, 0.6, 0.75, 0.9. 

The results (Figure 1) show that the dependence between convergence time and population size 

is not linear, but close to quadratic. Moreover, this seems to hold also for non-zero conservatism 

values, which cannot be studied in the framework of the ruin problem. Such values lead, in our 

experiments, to shorter convergence time, as expected (intuitively, some memory of the 

previous dialogues should indeed help). A closer experimental study shows that the shorter 

convergence time is reached for conservatism between 0.5 and 0.7, but at the time of writing, 

we had no formal method to determine the local minimum. Further experiments showed that 

convergence is also reached when several meaning/signal associations are used in each 

dialogue, and even when some of the signals are used to denote relations between other signals 

(Popescu-Belis 1999). These models are further away from our present mathematical proofs.   

4. A model based on random dynamical systems  

4.1. Definition of the model 

To account for the case with non-zero linguistic conservatism, we model an agent’s preferences 

for signals as a probability tuple. Starting again with the case in which only two competing 

signals are left, if agent k has preferences ),( 21
kk pp  for S1 and respectively S2, then after hearing 

the first symbol S1, its preferences will be changed into ),1( 21
kk pCCpC ⋅−+⋅ —and conversely 

if the second signal S2 was received. 

The total or global preference for signal S1 at time t is defined as (a being the number of agents): 
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The value of P1(t) also represents the probability that the first signal S1 be emitted in a random 

dialogue between two agents—indeed, an agent k must be chosen at random among a agents, 

and the probability that it emits S1 is p1
k(t). When S1 is received, the receiver increases its 

probability, by an amount that depends on the probability that it had before (therefore uneasy to 

compute). The expectancy of this increase can be estimated over the set of all agents, and 

therefore an expectancy for P1(t +1) can be computed as follows, if that the first signal was 

emitted: 

( )( ) ( ) �11�11 111 −+⋅=+ tPStPE ,  

where ( ) 1)1(1
� −−−= aC  is slightly greater than 1. 

If signal S2 is emitted, a similar formula can be established for P2(t), which is of course equal to 

1–P1(t). Reasoning now in terms of P1(t) only, convergence of the population towards a single 

shared signal amounts to P1(t)� 0 or P1(t)� 1 (i.e., all the individual probabilities of S1 must 

tend simultaneously towards 0 or towards 1). 

We can thus reformulate the problem as follows: we have a first order random dynamical 

system such as ( ) [ ]1,01 ∈tP , with a random initial value ( ) ] [1,001 ∈P  and the evolution law: 
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Given that the probabilities of choosing either transformation laws depend on the current state 

of the system, this is a non-linear random dynamical system. Current theories of the domain 

(Arnold 1984) do not seem to provide generic results that could help us prove that the system 

converges towards 0 or 1 (almost certainly), or to estimate the convergence speed. 

4.2. Visualisation of the evolution 

A standard technique for the representation of dynamical systems with numerical values (here in 

the [0,1] interval) makes use of a plot of the transformation function on the X,Y axis system, as 

in Figure 2. The current value of P1(t) is a point on the diagonal, and its subsequent values at 

t+1, t+2, etc., are computed using “reflections” on either of the lines defined by the two possible 

transformations of the dynamical system. 

On the example in Figure 2, starting with P1(t) = 1/2, the first two transformations drive P1(t) 

towards 1, using the first transformation equation. Then, P1(t) is transformed four times using 

the second equation, which drives its value down. It is obvious that if the two transformations 

were used independently, each of them would generate a dynamical system that would converge 

towards 0 and, respectively, 1. In the present random dynamical system, it is possible to choose 
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between the two transformations at each step. However, the probability to choose the 

)(
�

1)( 11 tPtP ⋅→  transformation increases as P1(t) moves towards 0 (and conversely for the other 

transformation when P1(t) moves towards 1). This indicates that 0 and 1 are attractor points for 

P1(t). 

 0  P1(t)

 1–(1–C)/a

 (1–C)/a

 1

 1

 P1(t+1)

 

Figure 2. Sample evolution of the random dynamical system. 

 

4.3. Formal result: probability of convergence 

In order to converge towards 0 or 1, the system must end up choosing an infinite series of, 

respectively, downwards or upwards moves—following the graphical representation in 

Figure 2. In such a system, the probability of the various individual paths is normally vanishing 

when t� � , but this is not the case here with any of the paths that ends with an infinite series of 

upwards (respectively downwards) movements. The central result that proves this fact is that the 

probability to move continuously towards 0 (resp. 1), starting from s, is strictly greater than 0: 
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The probability to reach any other state except 0 and 1, using a determined path, is nonetheless 

vanishing when t� � . Therefore, 0 and 1 are the only two attractor states of the random 

dynamical system. 

4.4. The evolution of the probability density  

Another approach to the present random dynamical system is to consider that initially, P1(0) has 

a uniform random distribution on [0, 1], say [0,1] ,1)(
0 ∈∀= xx . Then, the first step of the 
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transformation changes this probability distribution to [0,1] ,)(
1 ∈∀xx  and so on. We must 

therefore study the series of functions [0,1] , ,)( ∈∈ xtxt N , given the transformation law for the 

series, which can be deduced from the law of P1(t):  
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The expected behaviour of this series of functions is the convergence towards a probability 

density concentrated in 0 and in 1. In other words, the density of any interval not containing 0 

and 1 vanishes when t� � : 

 0)(lim,0
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=>∀ �−
→∞

ε

ε

ϕε duun
n

 

We have not been able to prove yet this convergence. The plot of the first five terms of the 

series of functions (Figure 3) illustrates the convergence of the probability distribution, hence 

that of P1(t), towards 0 and 1.   

 

Figure 3. Evolution of the P1(t) probability density on [0;1] for t = 1, 2, 3, 4, 
starting with a uniform density P1(0). The density concentrates in 0 and 1. 

 

5. Relevance of mathematical proofs to language evolution 

The mathematical models outlined in this contribution have illustrated some of the difficulties 

of obtaining mathematical proofs of the phenomena that are observed in computational 

simulations of language emergence. The models above represent simplified situations of the 

emergence of signal-to-meaning conventional mappings, and the main conclusion of our proofs 
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is that such conventions appear necessarily as a result of the dynamical properties of the 

communication system. For instance, in a recent talk on polygenesis, Hombert and Coupé 

(2002) have used the notion of “probability of language emergence” in a human group. Under 

our present assumptions, we have shown that the emergence of shared signals is certain, 

provided enough time elapses. 

Many experimental models, whether they make use of software agents or of physical robots, 

nevertheless exhibit a computational complexity that is far beyond the possibilities of proof 

offered by the present mathematical models. Still, even these experimental models are often 

considered as being far from the full complexity of natural language emergence. We believe 

however that both mathematical and experimental models have their own virtues. 

Mathematical models help to analyze and to explain the phenomenon of language emergence, 

by showing in which conditions such an emergence was necessary, or likely, or unlikely, or 

impossible. Experimental models, on the other side, also help explain the phenomenon, though 

sometimes their own behaviour, duly observed by their authors, may lack an obvious 

explanation (precisely when the effects of a dynamical system are at work). The main merit of 

experimental models is to reproduce a simplified version of the phenomenon, and one must 

therefore evaluate their results mainly by comparison with the phenomenon that is modelled—

that is, language emergence, or at least its results: language function and particular languages. 

Ideally, mathematical analysis of each experimental model would help to point out at the 

interesting features of the model, that is, the behaviours that are not immediate consequences of 

the dynamical structure of the system. 
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